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Psalm 112:5-6 

Most business people know and understand the 

importance of being fair in business. However, the 

majority of the people who participate in business do not 

know that being FAIR in business is a KINGDOM LAW.  

It is important to understand that fairness is a LAW. It is 

NOT a moral belief. Moral beliefs do not have 

consequences when you break them. Moral beliefs are 

not divine commands God supports. Moral beliefs do not 

stand the test of time.  

Adhering to the fact that fairness is a Kingdom law will 

help you realize that being fair in business is NOT a 

choice but a REQUIREMENT if you want longevity.  



Being Fair in business is exhibiting HONESTY in all of 

your dealings. To be honest in business is to PRINCIPLED 
in your practices. Here’s what I mean. 

⁃ Honest business people DO NOT give poor service 

and charge premium prices. 

⁃ Honest business people DO NOT offer a sub-standard 

product while charging a high price.  

⁃ Honest business people KEEP their commitments 

even if it hurts their profits.  

⁃ Honest business people TAKE RESPONSIBILITY for 

their actions.  

THE LAW OF FAIRNESS  

Psalm 112:5-6 says, “It is good to be merciful and generous. 

Those who are fair in their business will never be defeated. 

Good people will always be remembered.” 



In business, the spirit of competition is high. Business 

owners are competing for customers. They are looking to 

survive the new social trends.  

In addition to that, business owners are competing with 

technology to stay relevant in the marketplace. With all of 

these daunting challenges to stay profitable and relevant 

the goal of not being defeated can be difficult.  

However, the Kingdom of God outlines a GUARANTEED 
solution to avoid being defeated by your competitor, 

society or the marketplace. The scripture says, “those who 

are fair in business will NEVER be defeated.”  

Think about that! This is the secret to longevity and long 

lasting security. The victory and success of your business 

is not in the quality of your product, the service you give 

or the location you reside in. If you are FAIR in business 

you will NOT lose!  



Do not let greed pollute your integrity. Do not let 

ambition ruin righteous ethics. Do not let selfishness 

destroy trustworthiness. If you submit to the temptation of 

personal gain you will sacrifice your business on the alter 

of destruction.  

QUICK MONEY IS NOT LONG TERM 
MONEY 

The purpose of your business should be to solve a 

problem. When your purpose changes from solving a 

problem to making money you will break the law of 

fairness in the Kingdom of God. In business, making 

money is the WORST motive one can have.  

When money becomes your motive it will be EASY to lie, 

cheat, steal and deceive. Quick money never becomes 

long term money! Proverbs 13:11 says, “Money that comes 

easily disappears quickly, but money that is gathered little by 

little will grow.” 



When you are fair in business money may not come quick 

but it will not disappear easily. Fair business practices will 

ATTRACT God’s blessing. In other words, the money you 

make from being fair will go farther and last longer.  

Business people who CHOOSE to be fair in their dealings 

will NEVER be defeated.  

For more wisdom go to 

www.thewisdomstore.com 

http://www.thewisdomstore.com

